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Snapshot: The UK retail market in 2021 

£422 Billion
Total value of UK retail 

sales in 2021

5m 
People employed by    

UK retail

5%
Contribution to UK 

GDP

557k
retail businesses in 

the UK in 2021

4.8%
Growth in UK retail 

sales in 2021

48%
Use their smart phone for 

a purchase every week

29% 
Proportion of sales    

that are online

Source: ONS, Retail 
Economics, Jan 2022
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Market share breakdown :  share of UK consumer spend

April 2022
August 2022



Cost of Living impact on spending
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Despite cost of living 
and inflation increases 
UK retail is  set to grow 

by 2% in 2022

➢ Inflation at a 40 year high in the UK
➢ House prices in the UK have grown by 12.1% this 

year, driven by rising demand
➢ Increased supply of houses coming onto the 

market will continue to fuel the housing market, 
Plus government incentives



46.1bn
Forecasted UK clothing 

sales in 2022

Snapshot: The UK Fashion in 2021 

5.8% 
Forecasted growth in 

2022

11.7%
YoY growth in sales 

from 2021£909m
The average weekly 

spend on Clothing in the 
UK in April

12% 
Overall retail market

(13% including 
footwear)

Source: ONS, Nov 2020

8.5%
2 year growth on 

footwear sales

10%
2 year growth on 

clothing sales
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Market share breakdown : Clothing
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Clothing and Footwear Surges past Pre Pandemic levels

Every Retail indicator is pointing to market 
recovery and growth



How are big retailers performing?
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In 2022 UK Fashion is seeing a resurgence 
as consumers invest in their wardrobes

Demand for fashion items has 
defied forecasts in 2022
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In 2022 UK Fashion is seeing a resurgence 
as consumers invest in their wardrobes

Demand for fashion items has 
defied forecasts in 2022

1. Consumers are paying full price 

2. Holidays

3. Weddings and social events
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Lesley Batchelor OBE- Expert in Exporting and Advisory board of International Trade 
with 40 years experience
Founder of Export Angels

• Working with Hyve Group - Specifically Fashion events to create a Post Brexit 
regulations and paperwork guide

• Interviews on Pure London and Scoop websites
• Contact information to reach out. Paid consultancy service via ExportAngels. 
• User-Friendly covering:

• Getting goods to the exhibition
• What regulations/standards do the UK follow
• Packaging since leaving the EU
• Rules of Origin
• Changes since leaving the EU that impact trade

• International Pricing
• How to set a price in the UK
• Considerations in pitching to the right market audience
• Foreign Exchange issues and how to mitigate
• Using Incoterms®2020 to avoid confusion 
• Insurance issues for transport and product liability

Brexit- How to Crack the UK?



Retail & Fashion Portfolio Overview



SAY HELLO 
TO PURE 
LONDON

SAY HELLO 
TO PURE 
LONDON

› Fashion

› Ready-to-Wear

› Accessories

› Jewelry

› Shoes 

› Network

› Trade

› Learn

› Inspire 

12-14 February 2023

Olympia London

purelondon.com



Pure London is the unmissable UK trade fashion buying event. 
We attract thousands of influential fashion brands, buyers, and 
retail experts to Olympia London to see premium designer 
talent showcase their latest collections.

This is your chance to glimpse vibrant, trend-led fashion from a 
carefully curated line-up of UK and international brands across 
eight luxe destinations: Ready-to-Wear, Premium, Gen-Z, Body, 
Accessories, Shoes, Purely Sustainable and Pure Edge.

of our retailers do 
not attend any 
other trade show

of our visitors have 
direct purchasing 
responsibility 

of visitors place 
orders with Pure 
London exhibitors 

40%40% 79%79% 64%64%



READY-TO-WEARREADY-TO-WEAR

An edit of the season’s most-wanted pieces, Ready-
to-Wear sees emerging and established international 
designers present their latest collections. 

Head here for glamorous evening dresses, luxe streetwear, 
sharp tailoring and a full spectrum of contemporary pieces.

Jayley



PREMIUMPREMIUM
Designed with elegance and longevity in mind, the 
collections on show at Premium are the work of distinctive 
high-end labels who all champion fine craftsmanship. 

WOMENSWEAR

GeorgiaWang



GEN-ZGEN-Z
Encapsulating the energy and mood of young fashion, 
Gen-Z is your destination for of-the-minute, trend led 
and ready-to-order fashion and street style collections 
from exciting new designers.  

Clemat Design



BODYBODY
A dedicated space for all things intimate, this is your glimpse 
of chic athleisure collections, lingerie, swimwear, hosiery and 
nightwear from vibrant international labels. From functional 
everyday styles to delicate luxury and high-performance 
sportswear, Body covers it all.



Purely Sustainable is a curated selection of conscious exhibitors. 
Purely Sustainable helps you lower your footprint and invest in a 
better future while enabling your customers to shop their values 
across womenswear, accessories, footwear and jewelry.

Experience the dedicated destination for sustainable brands and 
emerging ethical designers with a story to tell. Explore the sector 
wholeheartedly dedicated to ethical and sustainability for a 
brighter future.



Standing firmly left of centre, Pure Edge exhibitors are 
independent, unapologetic and diverse, and proudly embrace 
difference in all its glory. Pure Edge will invite you to engage 
with next generation bold collections that make a statement, 
that embrace inclusivity and demand zero-judgement. 

Providing a new home for alternative, lifestyle collections from 
around the world, stand by for Pure Edge to inject some colour, 
confidence and creativity to your visit.



PROMOTING YOUR 
BRAND 
ALL YEAR ROUND

PROMOTING YOUR 
BRAND 
ALL YEAR ROUND

PR Support and Press Coverage

Our dedicated PR agency has a network of strong 
and enduring relationships with leading fashion 
publications. With their help, your brand will gain 
year-round news and editorial exposure to a 
captive readership of senior decision makers.

Marketing Materials

We provide a full spectrum of readymade 
branded banners, logos and tickets for exhibitors 
to use to promote their involvement in the show 
to their current and prospective customers.

Social Media

Our dedicated social media team is on hand all 
year to promote our exhibitors across our 
Facebook, Twitter, Instagram and LinkedIn 
channels. With their strategic expertise, your 
brand will expand its reach across new and 
existing online audiences.

Online Profile

Show Guide

Every visitors receives a show guide when they 
enter Pure London. It helps them to navigate 
their way around Olympia London with ease and 
locate the rands and sectors they’d like to visit.

TV & Social Content Studio

Access Pure London’s in-house TV & Social 
Content Studio before the event, where you can 
shoot style edits, collection previews, content 
production, brand videos and interviews.

The online profile allows you to promote your key 
products to buyers before, during and after the 
event. Many retailers use the exhibitor profiles to 
help them decide who they’d like to see at Pure 
London and then later as a visual reminder to aid 
buying decisions.



OUR VISITORSOUR VISITORS
SS22 attended retailers included:



2,4002,400160.9K160.9K

159K159K

30.5K30.5K

108,241108,241

STATISTICSSTATISTICS

Website page views Website new users Instagram accounts reached

Instagram followers Facebook monthly post reach LinkedIn monthly views

409,173409,173

*Accurate as of June 2021 – July 2022



Pure London, The Festival of Fashion

• Longest running and largest UK fashion trade show
• London based – A global fashion capital and destination
• A UK Gateway to launch a brand into the market with a proven track record in delivering results
• Trend focused catwalks and world class content
• An order writing event covering the full fashion retail landscape from indies to high street giants
• Awarded Best Social Media Campaign 2018 & 2019 by the AEO 

900

Pure London facts

International & UK 
brands

46%
80 79%

13,000
Buyers annually

Countries – Visitors 
travel from Visitors with sole or 

joint purchasing 
power

New visitors in 
Feb 2020

1.2 Mil+
Facebook reach

1.3 Mil+
Twitter total impressions

319,245
New web users annually 



Pure London Key Features

Pure Runway
Our catwalk presents the latest trends and is a 
perfect learning and inspirational platform, it is 
also a great way of networking

Content Stage

Content was attended by 58% of 
all visitors, a YoY increase of 
10% of total visitors



SCOOP INTERNATIONAL

• Recognised by buyers and designers as the UK’s premium trade show.
• Located in the iconic Sachi Gallery in the heart of Chelsea, London 
• Exclusively edited- contemporary fashion collections and emerging international 

designers.
• Carefully curated over 250 designer labels around outstanding works of art.
• Offers exhibitors and visitors a unique environment to display and discover a host of 

the new season collections.
• Sectors: Accessories, Womenswear, Menswear, Shoes, Home & Beauty, Jewellery
• Visitors: from independent boutiques to department stores, online retailers and 

concept stores, both in the UK and abroad.
• Designers include: Arche, Chie Mihara, Flower Mountain, Lemon Jelly, P448, Azuree, 

Z Curations, Kennel & Schmenger, Maimai, Andia For, Woden, Homer, Wushu, 
Ecoalf, Violet Thomas, 4CCCCEES

Factsheet

75%

Returning Visitors to 
Scoop

4599%
Visitors have sole 

purchasing 
power

Countries



Any Questions…

Nihat.Berktas@Hyve.Group


